
IDA Assistance for Mixed-Initiative PlanningRobert St. AmantDepartment of Computer ScienceNorth Carolina State UniversityEGRC-CSC Box 7534Raleigh, NC 27695-7534stamant@csc.ncsu.eduhttp://www.csc.ncsu.edu/eos/users/s/stamant/www/index.htmlAbstract. In mixed-initiative planning, a human planner collaborateswith an automated system to build a plan of action. In existing ap-proaches, the participants incrementally add constraints or modi�cationsto a single plan structure until an acceptable solution is found. We pro-pose instead to treat the process as a form of data exploration, in whichsets of plans and their relationships are the objects of interest, ratherthan an individual abstract plan. The system assists the human plannerin this process by autonomously constructing simple statistical descrip-tions of patterns in sets of plans. Its analysis is supported by heuristicknowledge about the physics of a planning environment, knowledge thatcontributes to a limited form of strategic statistical reasoning.1 IntroductionIn mixed-initiative planning, a human planner and an automated system con-tribute to a problem solution|formulation, development, analysis, repair|with-out the need for a constant exchange of explicit instructions [5]. The goal is to in-tegrate human judgment into an automated search for solutions to complex prob-lems. The di�culty in mixed-initiative planning lies in formalizing and managingan interactive, cognitively intensive process in which control is shared betweenthe participants. Researchers have attacked the problem from di�erent perspec-tives, treating the human-computer interaction as a peer-to-peer dialog [8, 9], asa type of visual programming [4], as an advice-exchanging relationship [17], andas a navigation problem [22, 24], among other possibilities.These approaches to mixed-initiative planning all share a common theme.The user and the system enter into an exchange (in various systems via com-mand entry, direct manipulation, even spoken input) about an initially abstract,relatively unstructured plan. As each participant contributes modi�cations, con-straints, and other forms of guidance to the construction process, the plan isgradually revised and re�ned until it meets its goals. This style of interactivesearch has led to systems that contribute signi�cantly to problem-solving whilestill interacting with users in a relatively natural way [8, 19, 24].



2 Robert St. AmantOne limitation of this approach, however, is that while the system may searchextensively for plans, the user generally views only one plan at a time, consid-ering questions such as \Which actions should the plan contain?" and \Howshould their execution be constrained?" The planning process moves forwardincrementally through local changes to an abstract plan, at a cost very familiarto data analysts [7]. We propose to change the terms of the mixed-initiativesearch to ameliorate this problem. We treat the planning process as a form ofdata exploration, in which sets of plans and their relationships are the objectsof interest, rather than a single abstract plan. We have built a prototype dataanalysis planning system, called Daps, to support the user in three areas of planspace exploration: a representation that focuses on sets of plans rather thanindividuals; data analysis methods appropriate for identifying patterns in thisspace; and heuristics to guide the selection and application of these methods.These methods and heuristics are based on a representation of knowledge aboutinteraction with the physical world. This knowledge, applied to a dataset describ-ing the behavior of agents in a planning environment, helps guide the decisionsinvolved in the analysis of the dataset. In this regard our work has implicationsfor statistical strategy as well as planning.2 BackgroundThis paper integrates work in three areas: mixed-initiative planning, intelligentdata analysis, and reasoning with physical schemas.Mixed-initiative planning is one approach to building an intelligent decisionsupport system. A mixed-initiative system shares decision-making responsibilitywith the user such that it acts sometimes as a tool, to be directly applied toa speci�c task, and other times as an autonomous problem-solver. In the bestcase, the user can delegate the details of a task to the automated system withoutgiving up the ability to guide and review the decision-making process. JamesAllen [1] distinguishes mixed-initiative planning from conventional planning bythree characteristics: mixed-initiative planners allow problem-solving initiativeto change hands exibly and opportunistically between the user and the system;they are able to shift focus of attention to meet changes in user needs; theycontain mechanisms for maintaining shared, implicit knowledge. Burstein andMcDermott expand on these and related issues in a summary of the state of theart [5]. From an IDA perspective, this area gives us problems with large amountsof data, rich structure to be extracted, and complex decisions that depend onour interpretation of the data.Our work builds on two earlier statistical systems, Clasp and Aide. Clasp,the Common Lisp analytical statistics package, is an interactive environmentfor data analysis and exploration [2]. Clasp gives interactive and programmaticaccess to a variety of statistical tools: graphical displays, data manipulation op-erations, model-�tting algorithms, and statistical tests. Aide, a descendant ofClasp, is an assistant for intelligent data exploration [23, 24]. Aide focuses ontechniques for representing and applying statistical strategies, formal descrip-



IDA Assistance for Mixed-Initiative Planning 3tions of the actions and decisions involved in applying statistical tools to a prob-lem [13, 11]. One of the most di�cult problems faced by Aide (as well as earliersystems such as Rex [10], Tess [16], and others [11, 13, 14, 18, 21]) is that ofcontext. Understanding the meaning of data can strongly inuence our decisionsabout appropriate analysis [12]. Handling contextual knowledge in general isdi�cult for an automated system, because it usually requires knowledge aboutthe real world and some degree of common sense. Aide addresses the problemthrough various techniques for \accommodating" user expertise into its searchfor descriptions and models. In our current work, Clasp acts as a statistical andnumerical processing substrate, while Aide provides the knowledge structuresfor higher-level manipulation and evaluation.The third area we draw on is reasoning about physical relationships. Someresearchers in human cognition see a strong relationship between our experi-ences in interacting with the physical world and our understanding of physicaland even entirely abstract concepts [15]. This correspondence applies to dataanalysis as well. Data analysis methods are closely tied to our understanding ofthe physical world. If we explain the notion of a measure of central tendency tobeginning students of statistics, for example, we appeal to their intuitions aboutobjects in a one or two-dimensional space, often bringing mass into the picture.The notion of variance, or spread, easily follows. In fact, for a great many statis-tical concepts, from counting to modeling techniques for regression, clustering,and so forth, we �nd a natural mapping to real-world physical concepts. Whileother interpretations (e.g., probabilistic accounts) are common as well, physicalexplanations have a natural intuitive appeal.To summarize, our work seeks to integrate these areas, to show that knowl-edge about physical relationships, behaviors, and tasks can give a statistical sys-tem the ability to reason more e�ectively|more strategically|about patternsrelevant to interactive plan construction.3 Problem environmentOur work takes place in the context of afs, an abstract force simulator providedby Paul Cohen's lab at the University of Massachusetts [3]. afs is a general-purpose simulation system that supports experimentation with interactive, dis-tributed planning techniques and their relationship to physical processes. afsprovides a physical domain in which agents can interact, based generally onNewtonian physics. Agents and objects have mass, size, and shape; they maybe solid or permeable; they move with variable friction over terrain; they applyforce to one another, causing damage/mass reduction.In afs's Capture the Flag domain, two teams of agents move over a terrain,their travel constrained by mountains, water, and forests. Each team is responsi-ble for defending a set of stationary ags, and successfully completes a scenarioby destroying the members of the opposing team or capturing all of its ags.A sample scenario is given in Figure 1. In this domain, as in all afs domains,agents rely on a small set of primitive physical actions: they may move from one
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Fig. 1. A Capture the Flag scenario in afslocation to another and apply-force to other agents and objects such as ags.These actions can be specialized and combined in various ways to form higherlevel strategies for action, such as blocking a pass, encircling a ag, attacking anopponent in a group, and so forth. Plan execution and monitoring is providedby hac, a hierarchical planner embedded in afs.We have taken steps toward conventional mixed-initiative planning in afs.The user can direct the low-level actions of agents, and can view visualizationsof decisions the planner makes, such as the tasks a team has taken on and howits members are assigned. Figure 1 shows a visualization of a partial plan, inwhich some agents are assigned to defend their ags. The �gure also shows a planbrowser that displays a more abstract view of the planning process. As discussedearlier, the focus of the planning process is on modi�cations and re�nements toa single active plan. One reason the task is di�cult for the user is the need towork either with the details of directing individual agents, or with the muchmore abstract representation of the plan as a directed graph.The new approach we will describe combines some of the advantages of bothviews of planning. The key is to consider the execution of plans embedded in thephysical world. We simulate a plan forward in time, recording time-stamped val-ues for the location and activity of each agent. A plan then becomes the \paths"agents take through a spatial, temporal, and action space, and the informationderived from their passage. At this level of description, distinct plans can beaggregated, a much more di�cult proposition with the action- or graph-basedrepresentations above. We do lose some exibility, in that plans must be elab-



IDA Assistance for Mixed-Initiative Planning 5Evaluation level: Exploration, evaluation, presentationTask level: Context-dependent interpretationPhysical level: Physically meaninful derivationsStatistical level: Conventional statistical resultsFig. 2. Data analysis levels in Dapsorated to the point that they can be simulated, but in return we gain a greatdeal of concrete detail.We also gain an element of abstraction that is sometimes lacking in mixed-initiative planning. Instead of the interaction concerning actions that shouldbe added to a plan, their ordering, their timing, and so forth, it now treatsquestions such as \What properties should candidate plans have, regardless oftheir internal structure?" and \How do these plans compare with those plans?"and \Do other plans exist that di�er from the current plan but have theseproperties. . . ?" Because the interaction deals with sets of plans, rather thanindividual plans, users gain a di�erent perspective on the process.The next section describes how we explore the space of plans as sets ofpaths. The source data for the exploration is provided by a restricted versionof the planner hac, rather than the complete planner, which allows for exi-bility in the current early stage of our development. hac generates a plan inwhich agents are assigned to various roles: attacking opponent ags, attackingopponent agents, defending ags, defending regions, blocking strategic passes,or aggregating with other agents. A plan involves a temporal component as wellas a spatial component: some actions, such as attacks on distant targets, maybe synchronized. An initial attack plan consists of each agent on a team simplytraveling to its destination and there executing its assigned task. Our IDA taskis much simpli�ed: we consider only initial attack plans, rather than completeplans, we ignore the uncertainty from interaction with opponent agents, and weleave aside the iterative human interaction element, to concentrate on the IDApart of the picture. As should be clear in our discussion below, however, thesimpli�ed problem retains much of the complexity of the full planning problem.4 Data analysis for planningData analysis in Daps can be divided into four distinct levels by the kind ofdata processed and the results generated, as shown in Figure 2. Acting at the



6 Robert St. Amantlowest level we have the statistical operators provided by Clasp. These operateon a simple representation of paths as numerical and symbolic sequences. Also atthis level we have abstract operators provided byAide, which take functions andrelationships as input: reductions, transformations, and decompositions [23]. Areduction summarizes a relationship by mapping it to a scalar value. Computingthe mean of a sequence of numbers is an example of a reduction of a relationship;Daps computes the aggregate mass of a team via a reduction. A transformationmaps a function over the tuples of a relationship. A familiar transformation is alog transform; another is the generation of residuals from a linear �t. Daps usestransformations to �lter the spatial path an agent follows. For example, \pen-etration into opponent territory," measured simply as forward distance, is oneuseful transformation of a sequence of Cartesian location coordinates. Finally, adecomposition operation breaks a relationship down into smaller relationships.Separating a relationship into clusters is a decomposition, as is isolating outliers,both of which Daps relies on to impose structure on sets of plans. This lowestlevel provides general-purpose manipulation of the planning data via what wewill term statistical operators.One level above, we have heuristic operators that limit the lowest-level func-tions to those reductions, transformations, and decompositions that generatedata with a useful physical interpretation. We call these physical operators. Forexample, one simple operator aggregates all the agents on a team and computestheir total mass. Another operator speci�es a combination of transformationsand reductions that creates a sequence of planned locations (comparable to oneof those in Figure 1) for the aggregation, based on the individual paths of themember agents. These operators generate information about the physical behav-ior of the agents in the plan. These are some examples of their output:Agent/object properties:{ Agent/object aggregation: members and membership.{ Mass (which represents strength.){ Mass distribution, plus temporal dependence.{ Location/center of mass, plus temporal dependence.{ Spatial distribution, plus temporal dependence.{ Incremental movement, plus temporal dependence.Plan properties:{ Duration.{ Event sequences.{ Event ordering precedence.{ Event coordination.This information feeds the third level, in which task operators act. Task-leveloperators apply and parameterize physical and statistical operators to constructdescriptions that are relevant in the context of the planning domain. For example,at the physical level we can construct a vector that describes the movementof an aggregation of agents, and apply other physical and statistical operatorsto analyze the movement. For an afs scenario, one useful application of these



IDA Assistance for Mixed-Initiative Planning 7operators is to extract the component of the movement vector that lies in thedirection of the opponent forces: does a plan call for an attack or a retreat withrespect to the aggregated agents? In other words, we use the general, implicitgoals of the planning simulation to impose a task-level interpretation on physicaldata. Examples of the results of operators at this level include the following:{ Aggregate agents: By aggregating agents we create new, composite agentswith properties that overlap with those of individual agents. These can begenerated for an entire team, or based on properties of the individual agents,such as spatial location or mass.{ Aggregate agent movement: From a planning perspective, aggregated agentactivity such as movement is often much more informative of a plan as awhole than individual agent movement. Movement of an aggregate is mod-eled as change in the location of the center of mass.{ Force allocation: A plan assigns agents to match opponent agents and ob-jects, by their position and mass. A simple reduction summarizes the \bal-ance" of the assignment.{ Penetration: The aggregate of agents moves into opponent territory along apath at some speci�c speed, which can be measured via a combination oftransformation and decomposition.{ O�ense versus defense: One simple indication of this balance-related assess-ment is the aggregate mass of agents forward versus those to the rear.{ Dispersion: Some plans may call for an increase in the spread of forces overtime, others for a concentration. This can a�ect the choices made for lateractions during a scenario. It can be measured in a way similar to aggregatemovement.Note that although these terms have a domain-speci�c avor to them, theyalso map clearly to the data produced by general-purpose operators at lowerlevels, and they are implemented in similar ways. That is, the data represen-tation remains largely the same, sequences of numbers and symbols, but theirinterpretation is richer at the higher levels. We also observe that the terms abovecorrespond roughly to our understanding of speci�c data analysis concepts, suchas correlation (for allocation), skewness (for o�ense versus defense), variance (fordispersion), and so forth.Finally, at the highest level, we have procedures for exploration and evalua-tion. These take the information produced by the task-level operators to identifysimilarities and di�erences between sets of plans, in the form of comparisons,clusters, and complete partitions. The results of task-level operators can be usedto de�ne numerical similarity measures between plans, which in turn lets usapply conventional data analysis techniques. Further, task-level operators canbe organized into an importance hierarchy. Force allocation and penetration aremore signi�cant for a plan, for example, than dispersion.Processing in Daps at the evaluation level relies mainly on the SLINK clus-tering algorithm [20]. Although some strategies for cluster analysis exist, nonequite matches our needs. Daps thus adopts the approach used in Aide, sup-porting the user's evaluation with a systematic search via weak heuristics, but
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Fig. 3. Clusters in plan duration for 200 plansalso relying signi�cantly on user guidance of the process. Everitt's discussion ofcluster analysis also motivates our informal approach [6]:It is generally impossible a priori to anticipate what combination ofvariables, similarity measures and clustering techniques are likely to leadto interesting and informative classi�cations. Consequently the analysisproceeds through several stages with the researcher intervening if neces-sary to alter variables, choose a di�erent similarity measure, concentrateon a particular subset of individuals, etc.Daps uses the hierarchy of task-level operators to impose an ordering on thedata variables generated by the planner. It then carries out a systematic search,biased toward low-dimensionality clusters in data produced by highly rankedoperators. The search space consists of plans that pass a quality threshold (orplanning deadline) internal to the planner. The kinds of results Daps generatescan be displayed as conventional plots in Clasp; for example, Figure 3 showsfour clusters in a set of 200 plans evaluated by the plan duration operator.(Not all operators and combinations lead to such clear-cut patterns; considerablework remains in re�ning Daps's evaluation capabilities.) Duration is a simplestatic evaluation of similarities between plans. A more dynamic, opportunisticevaluation is possible in Daps as well. We are currently experimenting withoperators at the task and evaluation levels that monitor changes in dispersion,for example, and identify spatial clusters of agents that can be relevant forplanning future stages of extended plans (i.e., beyond initial attack plans.) Weare also developing visualizations, icon-based and otherwise, so that the resultsof Daps can be integrated into the afs interface, but these are not yet complete.5 DiscussionThe work we report here is preliminary. A number of limitations apply. In thearea of planning, we have only considered a simple class of plans, those that



IDA Assistance for Mixed-Initiative Planning 9involve multiple agents in coordinated movement over terrain, taking speci�cactions at the end. One of the next issues we must address is incorporating agentinteractions, especially opponent interactions, into our analysis. Also, some as-pects of planning are not captured by this approach. For more abstract problemsthat concern complex ordering relationships and object con�gurations, there maybe no clear mapping to spatial and temporal sequences as in afs. In the areaof data analysis, we rely on a simple set of analysis techniques, and the numberof plans we explore with them is not large; they are also relatively ine�cient,which limits the number of plans that can be e�ectively analyzed. The simplic-ity of our approach was partly by design, to explore the potential di�culties inapplying physical reasoning heuristics to data analysis in this context. To solvepractical problems, however, we expect that we will need to extend the work toinclude more sophisticated methods and more complex heuristics to guide theirapplication. Finally, in the area of reasoning about the physical aspects of plans,again we have used very simple heuristics, su�cient only for weak interpretationof patterns and guidance for Daps.Despite these points, we believe this work has signi�cant promise. Our ap-plication is mixed-initiative planning in an environment that simulates physicalobject interactions, an area of signi�cant interest in AI from both a practical andtheoretical viewpoint. Our approach has three components. We have proposeda novel reformulation of the planning problem, as a search through sets of planexecution paths. We have developed a layered physical/task/evaluation IDA ar-chitecture, on top of a set of existing IDA components, to perform a searchthrough this space. Finally, we have argued that this representation provides akind of contextual knowledge that can support limited but useful guidance of thedata analysis process. We are currently extending the range of Daps; in the fu-ture we expect to carry out an empirical study of the e�ectiveness of the systemin comparison with a more conventional approach to mixed-initiative planning.References[1] James F. Allen. Mixed initiative planning: Position paper. [WWW docu-ment]. Presented at the ARPA/Rome Labs Planning Initiative Workshop. URLhttp://www.cs.rochester.edu/research/trains/mip/, 1994.[2] Scott D. Anderson, Adam Carlson, David L. Westbrook, David M. Hart,and Paul R. Cohen. Clasp/Clip: Common Lisp Analytical Statistics Pack-age/Common Lisp Instrumentation Package. Technical Report 93-55, Universityof Massachusetts at Amherst, Computer Science Department, 1993.[3] Marc Atkin, David L. Westbrook, Paul R. Cohen, and Gregory D. Jorstad. Afsand hac: Domain-general agent simulation and control. In AAAI-98 Workshopon Software Tools for Developing Agents, pages 89{95, 1998.[4] Je�ery Bonar and Blaise W. Li�ck. Communicating with high-level plans. InJoseph W. Sullivan and Sherman W. Tyler, editors, Intelligent User Interfaces.ACM Press, 1991.[5] Mark H. Burstein and Drew V. McDermott. Issues in the development of human-computer mixed initiative planning. In B. Gorayska and J. L. Mey, editors, Cogni-
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